This paper reports single-processor
All results in this report are from single processors.
A subsequent article will explore shared-memory multiprocessing performance of the 8400 system.
The Alpha 21164
The 21164-based system that was used for these tests is a four-processor, DecServer 8400 sharedmemory system containing 1 GByte total memory. This system is installed in the open computing network at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. In both versions of SWEEP the main part of the computation consists of a "balance" loop in which particle flux out of a cell in three Cartesian directions is updated based on the fluxes into that cell and on other quantities such as local sources, cross section data, and geometric factors.
The cell-to-cell flux dependence, i.e., a given cell cannot be computed until all of its upstream neighbors have been computed, implies a recursive or wavefront structure.
The difference between the two implementations of SWEEP is best shown using data from the Cray Hardware Performance Monitor running on a CRAY C90 system (see Table 3 ). In one version, (labeled "SWEEP-D") the mesh is swept using diagonal planes, which enables the balance loop to be vectorized. In this version gather/scatter operations must be used to obtain local source and cross sectional values.
The CRI Hardware Performance Monitor shows that SWEEP-D has a average computational intensity, defined as the number of FLOPS divided by the number of loads and stores, of 0.5, i.e., the code is highly memory bandwidth-dependent. However, on the Cray, it is The execution time data in Table 2 However, even with this extensive rewriting, and even using microprocessors with fairly large secondary cache structures, overall performance of the vector processor was still superior. The benchmark problem transports 5,000 source particles.
TWODANT:
A two-dimensional discrete ordinates particle transport code used for neutral particle transport Schulz [11 ] . HYDRO is representative of a large class of codes in use at the Laboratory. The code is 100% vectorizable.
A typical problem is run on a 100 X 100 mesh for 100 time steps. An important characteristic of the code is that most arrays are accessed with a stride equal to the length of the grid.
NEUT:
A highly vectorizable Monte Carlo neutron transport code. that runs a k-talc computation starting with 32K neutrons.
NEUT represents a Fortran77 version of Eldon Linnebur's (LANL) Connection Machine Fortran code [12] .
SWEEP:
SWEEP3D is a three dimensional solver for the time independent, neutral particle transport equation on an orthogonal mesh [7] . The first-order form of the transport equation is solved by sweeping through the spatial mesh along discrete directions (ordinates). The solution algorithm in SWEEP3D is vectorized/parallelized by sweeping though the mesh along diagonal planes, which requires large numbers of data gathers/scatters and extensive array indexing. Two problem sizes are run as benchmark codes, using a 50 X 50 X 50 or 75 X 75 X 75 grid . The benchmark is a Fortran77 implementation of a dataparallel version of the code.
POP: A global ocean model developed on the Thinking Machines Inc. CM-2 and translated into Fortrim77 [13] . POP is based on the Bryan-Cox-Semtner model but uses reformulated barotropic equations to solve for surfacepressure field rather than a volume-transport streamfunction.
It uses a preconditioned conjugategradient solver.
PUEBLO:
A 3-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamics code used to model point explosions in space [14] . The code is highly vectorizable, although
Cray compiler directives are currently included. The most common loop length is on the order of n:3, where n =32 for PUEBL032 or 64 for PUEBL064. 
